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What you will find in this guide:

Overview of improvements made to Facebook’s 

advertising platform in 2013

Understanding of how to leverage Facebook’s 

mobile ad offering for success

Best practices to measure direct response and 

engagement on Facebook

Aligning Paid Social with E-mail Customer 

Relationship Management (CRM) for first-party 

audience targeting

Overview of Facebook’s new re-targeting product 

available in newsfeed  via “Web and Mobile 

Audiences”
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Introduction

If done right, Facebook can be a valuable direct response channel where ROI from your ad spend can be 

expected. Creating a mobile-friendly experience with Paid Social at the core of your traffic strategy is 

a must for any company looking to innovate and drive results in 2014.  The rise of Paid Social creates a 

very fragmented digital advertising landscape where justifying budget allocation and properly measuring 

success can be a headache without the proper tools and team in place to execute. So, where does one 

begin? This paper outlines the 5 biggest opportunities every marketer should leverage when advertising 

on Facebook.

1. Introducing Facebook’s Google Killer… Web & Mobile Custom Audience Retargeting

Facebook has introduced an improved way for direct response marketers to reach people with a new ad 

product called “Mobile App & Web Audience Retargeting” that allows for real-time, automated audience 

creation. This may be the most exciting news in digital advertising this year, as it represents a shift away 

from pixel based retargeting, to audience targeting defined by actual identity across devices. Facebook has 

a unique position over Google Display Network (GDN) here because users generally stay logged in when 

accessing the network from their mobile device and are recognized by a unique user ID number. In display 

advertising, retargeting is limited to desktop only due to technology limitations on mobile, and segments 

can only be defined based on browse behavior. With Facebook’s new audience retargeting, advertisers will 

have the ability to define segments based on click behavior and then take targeting even one step further 

by layering in additional inputs (e.g. gender, age, relationship status, etc.) to deliver the most relevant 

message possible based on one’s digital interaction with your company.

For example, if you own a local spa, you could place a remarketing pixel on the “call us” button on your 

website. With that pixel in place, you could run a retention campaign to the audience that took the desired 

action with the objective of getting those clients to come back to your spa. This message could be scheduled 

to be served only on a specified time, e.g. 30 days or when you believe that next appointment would be 

due - “come back for an extra 30% off your next haircut”.  Similarly, if you have a mobile application, you 

could build retargeting campaigns based on actions the user does or does not take in your application. For 

example, if you owned a movie review application, you could create a segment of those who have not logged 

in for thirty days, and then serve an advertisement with a reference to a blockbuster film coming out with 

a review related to their film genre preference.

T H E  T O P  5  A D V E R T I S I N G  O P P O R T U N I T I E S  O N  F A C E B O O K  E V E R Y 
S O C I A L  M A R K E T E R  S H O U L D  K N O W
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2. Social + Email (CRM) Alignment 

In early 2013, Facebook introduced a product called “custom audiences” that allows advertisers to utilize 
their first party data to target customers using Facebook ads. For custom audiences, advertisers can 
create segments by matching lists of Facebook User ID’s, E-mail Addresses, Phone Numbers or UDID App 
Numbers.

 

To create a Custom Audience in Power Editor, click the “Audiences” option on the left sidebar; then click 
“create custom audience” where you are then prompted to select on of the following four options. 

1. Data File Custom Audience: Upload a .csv segment to target based in UDID#, Phone #, Email Address, 
or Facebook User ID

2. MailChimp Custom Audience: Facebook has partnered with MailChimp, a popular e-mail marketing 
service, to simplify and automate the process of creating segments to target.

3. Website Custom Audience: Retarget customers based on actions they take on your website using 
Facebook’s retargeting pixel.

4. Mobile App Audience: Retarget customers based on the actions they take within your mobile application 
though Facebook’s SDK and defining event based actions to re-target off of

Providing content creators with the technology to be as relevant as possible is key to Facebook’s advertising 
initiatives as it benefits both the user base from an experience perspective and the brand. By utilizing 
audience targeting, advertisers can be that much more effective in driving the right message to the guest 
both in content-based awareness campaigns and direct-response efforts.

SOCIAL.PERFORMIXBIZ.COM 
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Aligning E-mail W/ Paid Social

The industry average open rates for e-mail blasts is under 25%. The 75% that do not interact with the email 
are only exposed to a subject line and brief preview of the body copy. E-mail is viewed as a free channel to 
reach and retain your customers, but with relatively low exposure rates, advertisers need to look into new 
avenues to engage and retain their most loyal users.  Through custom audience targeting on Facebook 
and , advertisers should align their e-mail marketing campaigns to target the same audience. Unlike 
email, real-time data is available to measure a targeted segments click behavior as well as qualitative 
sentiment data. Facebook offers a variety of ad units ranging from video, page posts, offer claims, mobile 

app ads where the sky’s the limit with just how creative or tailored you want your messaging to be.  

Custom Audience Segmentation Using Email CRM 

For example, say you own an E-Commerce website selling pet care products and you have two e-mail lists: 

(1) people who have purchased dog food in the last 6 months and (2) people who have purchased cat food in 

the last 6 months. You could create two unpublished posts that are split tested between each segment — 

with creative for dog food that take the guest to a landing page of the exact product they purchased. Once 

the campaign is live, optimize your spend to the top performing creative + targeting based on your objective.

The Rise of Audiences In A Cookie-Less World

As digital advertising shifts from cookies to audiences, the e-mail address holds the key between real 
life identity and your digital self. All major social networks require an e-mail address in order to log-in 
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and smart retailers like Amazon enforce e-mail authentication in order to check out. Twitter is rolling out 
a similar audience-based targeting feature like Facebook just this year called “tailored audiences” and 
one has to imagine that other “organic” channels (e.g. Instagram, Pinterest, Snapchat, etc.) will look to 
integrate a paid offering that allows for similar audience-based targeting in the near future.

3. Measurement Beyond Clicks & Impressions

The introduction of more robust paid offerings on Facebook and Twitter has created a headache for advertisers 
and community managers in terms of defining content-based objectives while still meeting advertising 
goals and measuring each accordingly. Display campaigns have been goaled on clicks and impressions, 
where, similar to commercials, metrics like reach and frequency were used for defining success. Due to 
the hyper-targeted opportunity that Paid Social advertising presets, new means of measuring “success” 
must be ingrained into your campaign strategy from the start. With improved tracking options on Facebook 
and Social, advertisers can keep their budget more accountable than ever before.

Measuring Engagement:

Measuring engagement on Social can be very difficult with the rise of a paid offering. For example, if 
you log-in to page insights and just look at post performance while a campaign is running, you will likely 
see lopsided metrics towards a post that has been amplified versus those that have not. This just means 
that community managers and advertisers need to be more aligned on setting common key performance 
indicators (KPI’s), plans and execution tactics to derive insight across all objectives, be it paid or organic, 
as the two should work off one another. For measuring engagement at the post level, post engagement and 
CPE (Spend/Engagement) is the KPI that I use to understand top performance across all content. Looking 
at reach and frequency metrics to the targeted audience is also crucial in determining how to improve your 
campaign. For example, you can see where you may have spent too much and /or annoyed a segment by 
seeing the same ad over and over again. On the other hand,  if there was an opportunity to scale, spend 
upwards due to strong performance across a certain demo or segment.

Direct Response Measurement - Conversion Pixels Are A Must!

For direct response efforts, both Facebook and Twitter now offer their own proprietary conversion tracking 
pixels that allow advertisers to better understand campaign performance to actual conversion. By placing 
a conversion pixel on a “thank you” or “confirmation” page, for example, you can measure and optimize 
your campaign spend to the actual desired conversion you seek. Placing these pixels in the right location, 
and testing to assure each is firing appropriately definitely takes some technical knowledge — but without 
it, you are flying in the dark while leaving dollars on the table. To create a conversion pixel:
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• Go into the ads manager and click “conversion tracking”

• Give your pixel a name based on your objective, and then

• Paste the javascript code in the desired location on your website.
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4. Pay to play 

Before Facebook and Twitter went public, Social was thought of primarily as a free channel where building 
“followers” and “fans” was the core goal. The core objective of many Paid Social campaigns was to grow 
an audience of those who have an interest in your company and then ultimately broadcast to this audience 
for free with posts on your page. With the introduction of “unpublished page posts” Facebook opened the 
floodgates for advertisers to utilize their vast targeting capabilities to segment precise messages to various 
audiences. This meant that fan growth was not as important, because you could take an organic post and 
go one step further with just a small amount of spend. Additionally, Facebook made algorithm changes to 
decrease the organic reach of posts that are not amplified, thus creating a “pay to play model”. This should 
not necessarily be viewed as a bad thing, however, as the targeting opportunities that are present via Paid 
Social creates an incredible opportunity for segmenting your content to a defined audience. Nowhere else 
can you message a precise audience and garner such vast insights in real time on content performance 
like you can on Social. Other paid channels like TV & Radio, metrics like reach and frequency are the Holy 
Grail where the goal is to spread a wide net. With Paid Social advertising on Facebook, the net can be small 
and precise where you can test a message with small spend against numerous segments, determine a top 
performer, and then begin to scale your budget upwards. This shift creates a great degree of fragmentation 
that we, as marketers, need to embrace through a “test and learn” approach.

Before Facebook rolled out “unpublished page posts”, the ability to create hundreds of post iterations,  
advertisers were very limited from an asset perspective. Amplification of an organic post on your Facebook 
page was the only way you could serve ads in Facebook’s Newsfeed. With Unpublished Page Posts, 
advertisers can serve an unlimited amount of posts to defined audience segments. From Facebook’s 
perspective this is a win-win from both a user and revenue perspective, offering solutions that are mutually 
beneficial. For example, Facebook users see more relevant messages in their feed and brands must pay in 
order to get their message in front of select audiences. The advent of unpublished page posts creates the 
following “test and learn” opportunities for advertisers and community managers.

(1) Test and learn with small budget utilizing multiple iterations of content + creative = audience segments 
before scaling media spend.

(2) Utilize both quantitative and qualitative data to test out the potential success of a campaign or 
concept before spending on mass production. For example, larger advertisers could test 4 runs of a 
commercial within Facebook to determine which is the most successful before running the advertisement 
across more expensive media channels, where buys are more complacent (e.g. TV or Radio). 
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5. Mobile, Mobile, Mobile!

Much of Facebook’s success was due to their focus on being a “mobile first” company. The investments 
that Facebook made to both the mobile experience through the IOS/Droid App & advertising offering paid 
off significantly.  Mobile ad revenues represented 49% of the companies $1.8 billion in total Q3 ad revenue 
last year. This trend will continue onward throughout 2014 and Facebook is in a very good position for the 
following reasons:

1. Users who log into Facebook via mobile stay logged in and can be recognized/targeted on both mobile 
and desktop accordingly.

2. Newsfeed is a mobile-driven experience, where high Click Through Rates on native ad units will continue 
to drive Facebook’s advertising success.

3. Advertisers have found a ton of success with mobile application advertising on Facebook.

If you have a mobile app, you should utilize Facebook for driving installs via Mobile App Ads as well as 
retaining users through Re-Engagement App Ads.

Mobile App Install Ads
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Mobile App Re-Engagement Ads 

 

 

In 2014, Facebook will continue to pioneer the mobile space and is rumored to be launching their own “in-

app” advertising solution later this year. If you are not integrating Paid Social into your marketing mix you 

are truly missing out. With Instagram, Pinterest, and even Twitter looking to Facebook’s success to improve 

upon their own offerings, Paid Social will continue to improve to compete with the likes of paid search and 

display advertising. There is no better time to take advantage of these opportunities than now. Performix 

Social specializes in Paid Social Advertising and Mobile App Development. With over $100MM managed 

in Facebook and Twitter advertising to date, and 100+ mobile apps to our name, we offer a unique one-

two punch. Call us today at (952) 888-2791 or e-mail sbafna@performixbiz.com for a free consultation 

regarding your Paid Social strategy or mobile presence. We look forward to hearing from you.


